Present: Carol Bergeron, Patsy Carter, Donna Dunkerton, Susan Nero, Ann Wadsworth

Old Business:
Minutes from our 3/18/19 meeting were approved unanimously.

2019 Goals for Curators: We discussed our list of goals for 2019, some were achieved, others remain ongoing:
- Museum Building: Second Floor is cleaned/organized per Donna D
- Inventory: Medical items from Surgeon’s Kit need better labels, per Carol B.
- Mannequin – we’re still looking for one with 23” waist.
- Dressmaker Signs – we’ll hang these after interior is painted.
- Philosophical: We discussed summer exhibit of school related items. Susan N. will create a flyer advertising the Museum opening for the Canaan Newsflash.

Window Restoration/Interior Painting: The group celebrated the completion of the window restoration. We talked about interior painting in September.

New Business
- Stove: Ongoing. Donna D. has a contact that is looking for parts.
- Cataloging/Future Donations: Ongoing. Carol B. will add information about Mikel Wells paintings to the inventory. Susan N. will make sure inventory reflects Dunkerton Art Collection items. Susan N. will add Donna D.’s listing of newspaper articles/submissions to inventory.
- Newspaper Articles: We discussed scanning articles to computer to preserve them.

Next Meeting: Monday, October 7th at 1pm at Nero home.